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APK ToolsREC - Screen Recorder Pro allows you to record the screen on HD and Full HD video, and it's the only one, no need to be tied to your computer while rec or above, then you no longer need the root and can ignore this issue (and the next)!. You can also record audio from the microphone and it is automatically muxed in Screencast Video. There
are tons of other situations where Screen Recorder Pro can help you with amazing REC features. Screen Recorder Pro Dedicated Features: Rec app can easily record the screen and audio recording Stop being tied to your computer while you REC. This is a very useful feature for our user because it allows you to set up the screen recording flawlessly.
Screen Strokes while recording: Stop the recording session earlier than previously planned with two simple steps: you can either shake the device or simply press the phone button to turn off the screen. And more... Are you a gamer? And you want to record your gaming sessions to create a tutorial video, or even just to show. Maybe you're chatting face-to-
face with friends or family and want to record it to play it later? Or just you want to keep beautiful moments on the screen. And you're looking for the REC app, the Screen Recorder app on the market. Screen Recorder Pro is the perfect REC app for you. And now, with my REC app you don't have to worry about recording your gaming sessions to create a
video tutorial, or even just to show. Try Rec - Screen Recorder Pro now and log. The Screen Recorder Pro app captures your Android device's screen seamlessly. This rec screen recording app is easy to use and produce a high quality video screen that you can use for almost anything. The Screen Recorder Pro app will allow you to make beautiful
screencast videos, providing all the features you need in a simple and elegant custom design experience. Screen Recorder Pro is a premium recorder app for play and screen. You can record your root-free video and easily share it with your friends. Rec app is 100% free and with design experience, you are easy to use Download Screen Recorder Pro now
and join the fun on the screen! More interesting features will be coming soon! If you love REC Screen Recorder Pro our app, you can support us at rate 5 in the Play Store, Thank you!!! Description:DU Recorder free, stable and high-quality Android VCR that allows you to record smooth and clean video. With various features such as screen capture, VCR,
video editor, and no rooting features, DU Recorder provides an easy way to capture on-screen videos such as video game videos, video calls, live shows, and more - all very easy! Features: - Many resolution, frame rate and bit frequency available - pause/resumption of screen capture - Activate front-facing camera - recording external sound - Show clicks in
screen capture - Shake device to stop screen recording - Alternative location of storage: Touch screen for drawing DU Recorder is a stable, high-quality voice recorder for Android that will help you record smooth and clear video screen. With various features such as screen capture, VCR, video editor and no rooting necessary, DU Recorder provides an easy
way to record video on the screen like video games, video calls, live shows, and more - make everything simple! Benefits: NO Root Needed, NO Time Limiting Recording HIGH-QUALITY Video: 1080p, 12Mbps, 60FPSProvides Interfaces in more than 20 LANGUAGESKey Features: ★ Screen RecordingDU Recorder provides a stable and fluid recording
screen. With this voice recorder, you can easily record popular mobile video games; You can record video calls with family and friends. You can also record popular apps on live apps such as Periscope and Bigo Live! DU Recorder is designed with the following free features: ------ resolution, frame and bit rates; HD video support ------ Pause/resume screen
recording ------ turn on front-facing camera (facecam)------ Recording of external sound------ recording of the control screen through a floating window or notification bar; Hide a floating window for frameless video------ Display click operations on the recording screen------ Shake the device to stop the screen recording------ Alternative Storage Place: Internal
Storage/SD Map------ Brush: Touch Screen for Drawing------ Using a computer, Connected to Wi-Fi, download videos and screenshots to your computer------ GIF Maker: GIF Recorder will help you record the screen as a GIF------ Live Creator: Livestream your screen on YouTube, Facebook and Twitch with DU Recorder★ Video EditorDU Recorder has
many video editing features that can help you create better videos. You can easily do the following video editing operation with a voice recorder:------ Trim Video / Delete the middle part of the video------ Merge video: Combine murky video in one------ Add background music to the video------ adjust the volume of the video------ Add subtitles to the video------ -
Add intro and outro to the video------ Add background image to the vertical Change the speed of the video------ Turn the video------ Harvest Video------ Transforming Video into GIF★ Live CreatorWith DU Recorder Screen Broadcast, you can stream the screen on YouTube, Facebook and and and You can stream gameplay to show your skills, or stream films,
TV shows, and sports events to share the things you like with more people! DU Recorder provides the following features that will help you live easily: ------ Broadcast Resolution Settings, High quality stream------ Livestream Privacy Settings------ audience comments in real time------ you can use the front-facing camera when broadcast live------ Live Tools:
Enjoy many YouTube livestreaming tools for better livestreaming: donations, subscriptions and donation goals, robot message... ★ Screenshots and Image Editing is not only a video recorder, but also an app for capturing screenshots and editing images. With DU Recorder, you can take a screenshot in just one click. With one hand. No more double press
and retention. Fast and easy! You can also share your screenshots or use image editing tools in the app to stitch and crop local images. ----- use bar notifications or a floating window to make a one-click screenshot.----- Stitch Images: Smartly combine multiple images into one. ----- Blur Image: Pixelate image to cover areas you don't want to show.----- Crop
Image: Keep only the part of the image you want. If you have any comments or suggestions for DU Recorder, please contact us durecorder2016@gmail.com. We appreciate your feedback!! Follow us on Facebook: on our YouTube channel: 1. If you save the video, you can check the progress from the notification center.2 Errors have been corrected and
details optimized. 1. Topics: You can choose different themes for the pop-up now.2. Video editing is optimized. 1. Topics: You can choose different themes for the pop-up now.2. Video editing is optimized. 1. Fixed an error that can't get comments when streaming on Twitch.2. Details are optimized. 1. Subscribe to DU Recorder to unlock more premium
features! We need your support to provide the best features and services!2. Video merges: you can now combine the video with the images. Subtitle: You can add multiple subtitles at the same time!4. Faster when saving GIFs 1. Subscribe to DU Recorder to unlock more premium features! We need your support to provide the best features and services!2.
Video merges: you can now combine the video with the images. Subtitle: You can add a few subtitles at the same time! 1. Video Cultures: You can crop videos on a certain scale!2. New feature: You can live on Twitter.3. Promotion Service: You will get a profit when someone downloads the app on your link to the promotion. 1. Video Cultures: You can crop
videos on a certain scale!2. New feature: You can live on Twitter.3. Promotion: You will get a profit when someone downloads the app on your link to the promotion. 1. Video Cultures: You can crop videos on a certain scale!2. New feature: You can live on Twitter.3. Promotion: You'll get When someone downloads the app on your promotion link. 1. There is
another type of stock: the purchase item will also bring you income now!2. Increase the stability of the live broadcast. 1. Detailed optimization to improve user experience2. The error fixes 1. Optimize parts to improve user experience2. The error fixes 1. Optimize parts to improve user experience2. The error fixes 1. The video and live broadcast will be more
stable after this update. Some bugs have been fixed. 1. Support for RTMP live. Now you can stream on more platforms!2. Optimize video and corrected errors.3. Adapted to a full-screen device. 1. Optimize video recording and video sharing.2. The error fixes 1. Optimize parts to improve user experience2. The error fixes 1. Detailed optimization to improve
user experience2. The error fixes 1. Detailed optimization to improve user experience2. The error fixes 1. Details are optimized. 1. Solving a problem that has made some models unable to recover the video. Now you can perform a one click fix on the video after a sudden break.2. Some details have been optimized to improve the user experience. 1.
Streamers can now be streamed live on multiple streaming platforms at the same time. Optimize the streaming bar in the notification center. Facebook live optimized for the best user experience. Detailed information is optimized to improve the user experience. 1. YouTube live robot - DU Recorder Bot has been added. The robot can help you automatically
post and receive messages live. You can install YouTube live covers through the DU Recorder. 1. DU Recorder trivia game will start! Participate the trivia games to win cash! Detailed information is optimized to improve the user experience. 1. You can select video orientation to record and pause recording for incoming calls.2 The live pause feature has been
added.3. Partner game streamer set started! Once you become a streamer partner, you will get more exposure and guidance. 1. You can set donation and subscription goals for livestreams and encourage your fans to help you achieve these goals. 1. Added a personalized watermark feature. Add a personalized watermark for your videos and lives!2. Added
a personal page Streamer.3. Turn on the donation feature to earn tips on live streaming! 1. Added a personalized watermark feature. Add a personalized watermark for your videos and lives!2. Added a personal page Streamer.3. Turn on the donation feature to earn tips on live streaming! 1. Now you can watch The game lives in a DU Recorder and chat
while watching!2. Details are optimized to improve the user experience. 1. Detailed information is optimized to improve the user experience. Errors fixed. Detailed information is optimized to improve the user experience. 1. Now you can edit YouTube live description.2. You can now choose the category of games when broadcast live on Twitch.3. Details are
optimized to improve the user experience. 1. Now you can stream Twitch live with DU Recorder.2. Nwo Nwo can turn on a live feature on a floating window.3. The screenshot function has been moved to a set of tools to record.4 Now you can keep recording when the screen is off. 1. You can now search for Facebook groups to stream live.2. Details are
optimized to improve the user experience. 1. You can now stream live facebook pages and groups with DU Recorder.2. You can recover the damaged videos you've recorded. The basic record mode has been added to improve the stability of the record.4 Added a button to help you start and stop writing on the homepage. 1. Performance optimized on some
device models, such as OPPO, to ensure proper recording usage and stability.2 Details are optimized to improve the user experience. Errors fixed. 1. Performance optimized on some device models, such as OPPO, to ensure proper recording usage and stability.2 Details are optimized to improve the user experience. Errors fixed. 1. Performance optimized
on some device models, such as OPPO, to ensure proper recording usage and stability.2 Details are optimized to improve the user experience. Errors fixed. 1. Facebook Live creator added: Now you can stream live on Facebook with DU Recorder.2. Details are optimized to improve the user experience. Errors fixed. 1. Facebook Live creator added: Now
you can stream live on Facebook with DU Recorder.2. Details are optimized to improve the user experience. Errors fixed. 1. Discover the latest, funniest and most entertaining buzz videos with DU Recorder! Open DU Trending and watch the best trending videos!2. Errors fixed. 1. Now you can change the speed of the video with the video editing feature.2.
You can now add intro and outro to your videos when editing video.3 Errors fixed. 1. You can now delete several videos on the recorded video page. The error has been corrected. Fixed. du screen recorder pro apk for kitkat
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